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Opus I-A sets new record distance in trial run
by Morgan Andriulli
features editor
With its second 10-hour endurance
ride this year, the UAH HumanPowered Vehicle(HPV) Program has
achieved another milestone towards a
planned record-setting transcontinent
al attempt in October.
This weekend, rider Jeff Lindner,
with a support team consisting of
members of the UAH HPV program,
took Opus I-A, a high-tech
aerodynamic bicycle built by
mechanical engineering students, to a
new record distance of 283 miles in 10
hours.

The trek started on the Natchez
Trace near Florence at approximately 7
a.m. last Saturday, according to
Rhonda Wales, members of the HPV
Program.
All involved considered the ride a
success.
"We went 20 more miles than the last
10-hour ride. Compared to the Dauphin
Island run [held in February], we could
have covered the same distance in 13
hours compared to the 20 hours it
originally took us," said Lindner.
Lindner set a fast average pace of 31
mph for the first four hours, but
according to Wales, heat became a
factor.

Tuition to increase
once again, effective fall
by Cindy Rodriguez
editor
According to sources at UAH's
Cashier's Office, tuition once again will
be raised. This fall undergraduates
should expect to see a $3 increase per
credit hour, and a $4 increase per credit
hour for graduates. After nine credit
hours there will be a $1 increase per
credit hour for both graduates and
undergraduates. For those students
who have not been keeping up with
UAH's cost per credit hour, this means
that each credit hour will be going from
$55 to $58 for undergraduates, and $77
to $81 for graduates.
In general, the news about the tuition
increase was not taken well by
students.
"Piss!!" said one student after being
informed about the fall tuition hike.
"As long as my scholarship goes up

with it," declared Joachim Thoenes.
"I think it's unreasonable. Students
have enough to worry about without
having to worry about tuition increases
every fall," said Lillian Deandelis.
Deandelis went on to point out that
students this fall would have to worry
about housing hikes on top of tuition
increases.
Not including UAH's last increase in
1987, Gregory Wright calculated the
percentage increase since he started
taking classes at UAH in 1984.
According to these calculations tuitior
has gone up 20 percent in three years
Part two of this article will fc*
continued in the Aug. 10 issue of The
Exponent and will contain the UAH
Administration's explanation for the
increase. In the meantime, students
may call the Cashier's Office at 895
6226 for more information on fall ternprices.

Engineering society
honors UAH's Padulo
by Mike Simmons
for The Exponent
Dr. Louis Padulo, newly named
president of UAH, has been recognized
for his career achievements by the
American Society for Engineering
Education (ASEE) and selected as a
Fellow by that organization.
In announcing Padulo's selection for
this honor, ASEE officials noted that the
grade of Fellow is "one of unusual
professional distinction" that is
conferred only by invitation of their
Board of Directors upon "a person of
outstanding and extraordinary
qualifications and experience in

engineering education...who has mad«
appropriate and important individua
contributions" to the field.
ASEE's constitution limits the
number of members advanced tc
Fellow grade to only two percent of the
organization's total nationa
membership.
Padulo, whose most recent positions
have been associate vice president anc
dean of engineering at Bostor
University, was named in May as
UAH's new president by Dr. Thomas
Bartlett, chancellor of the University ol
Alabama System, and the system's
Board of Trustees. He assumes his
presidential duties Sept. 1.

"I was definitely hauling butt for a
while, but four hours is early in a 10hour race. You cannot go gonzo the
entire race; you must use intelligence to
live through to the finish," Lindner said.
Also, according to Wales, the system
of exchanging water bottles with
Lindner tended to slow things up.
"Jeff was going through one water
bottle an hour, plus the occasional
carboplex and Ultraenergy mix. The
only way to exchange bottles was to
send a person to run next to the bike.
This maneuver caused some
interesting stops and encounters with
the ditches," said Wales.
Currently in the works for the HPV
Program is an August 13, 20-hour ride
(two 10-hour stints separated by a twohour break), and a 48-hour ride

scheduled for September. These will
serve as warm-ups and crew training for
the transcontinental run, scheduled to
begin in San Diego in October.
The Opus Team hopes to establish a
new one-rider transcontinental record.
The event will be officiated by
representatives of the Ultramarathon
Cycling Association.
According to Wales, the HPV
Program is working towards having the
Opus II body shell ready in time for the
transcontinental ride.
Officially, the UAH Humar.-Powered
Vehicle is a specially designed,
recumbent (feet first) bicycle fitted with
a Kevlar shell designed to maximize
aerodynamic efficiency. Currently,
Opus I-A has been clocked at over 50
mph on level ground.

Former "Little Rascal"
to present lecture in UC
by James E. Spain
news reporter
The UAH Association for Campus
Entertainment will present "A Little Bit
of Yesterday," featuring former "Little
Rascal" Spanky McFarland in the
University Center Exhibit Hall
Saturday, July 30, at 7:30 p.m.
In this lecture, McFarland mixes film
clips, reflections and autograph
sessions with question and answer
sessions and updates on "Our Gang."
The lecture has proven popular with
audiences of all ages throughout the

United States.
McFarland began his show business
career in 2932 at age three, and spent
his childhood in front of moviecameras.
He left show business in 1944 and
worked as a salesman before he began
touring the country to present lectures
about his films.
Tickets to this event are $2 for adults
and $1 for students and senior citizens.
Admission is free to all UAH
students and faculty. Ticket
information is available at the UC
Information Desk at 895-6009.

University Playhouse to
present "Private Lives"
by James E. Spain
news reporter
"Private Lives," an intimate comedy
by Noel Coward, will be presented by
University Playhouse August 11-13 at
8:15 p.m., in the Von Braun Civic
Center Playhouse.
The play tells the story of Elyot
Chase and his ex-wife Amanda Prynne,
who are honeymooning in France with
their new spouses, Sibyl and Victor.
Coincidentally, the two couples have
come to the same hotel and are
occupying rooms with an adjoining
balcony. Sparks begin to fly when Elyot
and Amanda finally see each other and
they both try to persuade their spouses
to leave the -hotel. The witty dialogue,

combined with a richly comic situation,
has allowed this play to remain popular
ever since it was first produced in 1930.
The cast features Phil Harris as Elyot,
Tina Hicks as Amanda, Laura Lockhart
as Sibyl, Tom Dahm as Victor and Tina
Rodgers as Louise, a French maid.
The play's directors are Linda Wood
and Tony Argo, with Jimmy Spain as
assistant director.
UAH students, faculty and staff (with
valid summer ID) may pick up two free
tickets at the UC Information Desk
prior to. August 11. Tickets for the
general public are available at $5 for
adults and $4 for students and senior
citizens at the UC Information Desk or
the VBCC main box office.
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North Alabama economic health better in 1988
by Rick Mould

an increase in retail sales when
compared to the first quarter of 1987.
"Retail sales grew very rapidly in
North Alabama's economic health
Decatur during the first quarter
rebounded in the first quarter in 1988,
because of large materials purchases
signaling a resumption of the area's made by contractors working on major
long-term expansion which began in
industrial projects in the area," said
1985.
Schoening.
The North Alabama Quarterly Index
Single family building permits jumped
of Economic Activity grew 1.1 percent considerably. Huntsville had a 27.8
during the first quarter, compared to percent increase compared to the
figures from the fourth quarter of 1987. fourth quarter of 1987. Decatur grew
The U.S. economy experienced similar 18.9 percent and the Quad-Cities by 5.7
growth during the same period. percent. Athens experienced a 24.5
Significant increases in retail sales and percent drop in permits.
single family led to the upswing.
Total employment in the region
The index is compiled quarterly by remained steady. Athens enjoyed the
UAH and the TVA.
largest gain at 1.9 percent while the
Retail sales was one of the quarter's Shoals area fell .8 percent.
bright spots, according to Dr. Niles
The index compares six factors—
Schoening, UAH economics professor. retail sales, employment, single family
First quarter sales jumped 73 percent in building permits, airport statistics, TVA
Decatur and eight percent in Decatur power statistics and farm prices—to
compared to the fourth quarter in 1987. determine the region's quarterly
Huntsville's retail sales fell 5.9 economic health. The index covers all
percent. Sales also dropped .2 percent counties in the TVA Alabama Power
in the Quad-Cities area.
District.
However, all four areas experienced
for The Exponent*
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Hunt awards $2.6 million to fight war on drugs
Last month, Governor Guy Hunt renewed his
commitment to stopping the sale and use of illegal
drugs by awarding more than $2.6 million to cities,
counties and state agencies to fight drug abuse.
"I am very proud today to award more than $2.6
million to law enforcement officials and local
governments to fight the war on drugs," Hunt said.
"We are here today to renew yet again our
commitment to stopping the sale and use of illegal

drugs in every Alabama city and county. Alabama is
going to win the war on drugs. We have made great
strides in the last year as the result of cooperation
between state government and the law enforcement
community, and we will not stop until we drive from
our soil these awful destroyers of our precious human
resources."
In 1987 the governor organized the Drug Advisory
Board. The 13 member board traveled throughout the

RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING

CORPS

"THE DASE CO OP PROGRAM IS LIKE
A COURSE IN REAL LIFE."

"The big thing it offers is experience, and that's what companies look for.
There are things I've learned on the job that I couldn't learn in school."
The Department of Army Scientific and Engineering (DASE) Co-op Program
provides ROTC students the opportunity to work in a Department of the Army
facility while still in college. Each is paid while getting practical work experience
in a high-tech facility. Selected students also receive up to $5,000 tuition assistance
per year and the opportunity for continued employment after graduation.
lb be eligible, you must be a freshman in a baccalaureate program leading to
a degree in science or engineering. For more information on application pro
cedures, contact the Chairman of the Co-op Department, or the Professor of
Military Science.
Students are selected on a competitive basis.

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.

Contact Cpt. Harris at 859-7357

state asking city, county, state and federal law
enforcement officers what they needed to combat the
drug problem.
When Hunt took office in 1987, he directed the
Department of Public Safety to renew the emphasis
on stopping the spread of drugs in Alabama. In the
first year of Hunt's term, total drug and property
confiscations by the Department of Public Safety
were up 138 percent, and the department confiscated
almost twice as much marijuana as the year before.
Hunt also signed executive orders in 1987 putting
the Alcoholic Beverage Control Board and the
Marine Police Division of the Department of
Cnservation and Natural Resources on the front lines
in Alabama's war against drugs. As a result of Hunt's
order, ABC agents have confiscated almost $17
million worth of drugs and property. And three marine
police officers performed the critical surveilance work
that cracked a drug smuggling operation on the
Alabama coast on May 18. In that raid, marine police,
ABC agents and federal agents confiscated more than
$20 million worth of drugs and more than $400,000
worth of property.
"These victories are just the tip of the iceberg,"
Hunt said. "We cannot stop the devastating effects of
drug abuse in our society unless we stop these drug
dealers at our borders and unless we get them off our
streets and out of our schools. The message we are
sending out to the drug dealers is clear: 'Get out of
Alabama, and stay out."'
Hunt feels that when law enforcement officials have
the money to put criminals behind bars, "the drug
problem is diminished. The awarding of this money
will do just that. It will allow our capable law
enforcement officers to buy equipment, hire experts •
and obtain confidential funding needed to put these
drug dealers behind bars. The funding will help get
illegal drugs off the streets, out of our schools and
away from our children."
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Parents given summer safety tips for children
Outdoor activities typify the summer
season.
While the fresh air and
activities are good for mind and body,
other aspects of the season can be
harmful, such as sun exposure, insect
bites or stings, and heat stress.
SUN EXPOSURE
The most important concern about
children's exposure to the sun is that
any resulting skin damage is
cumulative, and damage to the skin

cannot be reversed. It is extremely
important to protect your child's skin
early and often, because children's
tender skin burns faster. During
childhood, extensive blistering and
severe burning doubles the risk of
developing certain types of skin cancer
later in life.
To keep your child's skin healthy and
safe from the sun's harmful rays:
*Whenever possible, keep children

WWWW WW

WWW W v

under one-year-old out of the sun.
* Always cover a baby's head with a
hat or bonnet; dress in lightweight,
light-colored clothes.
*Beware of reflective light. Children
are drawn to water and sand -- elements
that can have the same effect as direct
sunlight.
*Always put a sunscreen on your
child and yourself. (Consult a
pediatrician for sunscreen on children
less than two years old.) This goes for
hazy days as well.

INSECT BITES AND STINGS
If your child does get stung or bitten,
follow these simple guidelines to ease
the pain or discomfort:
*Apply a cold compress to reduce
swelling.
*If a stinger is present, gently try to
remove it by scraping it out with a
plastic card or fingernail. Don't pull it
out. Wash well with soap and
antiseptic. If swelling occurs, contact
your doctor.
cont to pg. 8
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et more than your
Nickel's worth

kinko'S
Kodak Floppy Disks
(5 1/4 and 3 1/2 disks available)
3014 University Dr. NW
Binding
534-6203
Enlargements
Hours
Self-Serve Copies
Mon • Thurs. 7:30am - 9:00pm
Friday... 7:30am • 8:00pm
Self-Serve Typing
Saturday... 9:00am 5:00pm
Sunday. . 1:00pm - 500pm
Laminating
Professor Publishing
We accept the University Club Card,

open early, open late, open 7 days

ISAT-June 15.1988

Early Bird Summer Session
Diagnostic TestWednesday, June 15,
6:00-8:30 p.m.
Class SessionsWednesdays, 6:00-10:00 p.m.
June 22-Aug. 10
Fall Test: October 1,1988
GRE-Fall Schedule

Diagnostic TestAugust 11, 6:00-10:00 p.m.
Class SessionsTuesdays, 6:00-10:00 p.m.
Aug. 18 - Oct. 6

Early Bird Summer Session
Diagnostic TestMonday, June 13,
6:00-1 b:00 p.m.
Class SessionsMondays, 6:00-10:00 p.m.
June 20Aug. 15
Fall Test Sept. 17,1988
GMAT

Diagnostic TestAugust 9, 6:00-10:00 p.m.
Class SessionsThursdays, 6:00-10:00 p.m.
Aug. 16 - Oct. 4
Fall Test: October 15,1988

"Late Enrollment Possible"
"Make up Classes Available"
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editorials and letters

"The pen is mightier than the sword"

by Cindy Rodriguez
editor
Geez! I thought this campus was pretty slow during the summer, but I never
thought it was dead. The only comment I received about my last editorial had to
do with someone urging me to brush up on my writing skills. Maybe I should
stop worrying about the content of my editorials and start paying attention to
typos and grammar. Maybe that will get your attention? Maybe I should turn this
into an advice column? By the way, Jimbo—1advise you to pick up your monthly
subscription to Playboy which wassent to us bya mean twist in fate (actually the
mailman). 1 also advise you to change your address. You don't want people to
get the wrong idea do you? Then again..., maybe I should just let you zombies
rest in peace. But f refuse to do that.
When you guys read about the tuition increase in the fall, some of you will be
POed. What will you do about it? Grumble, redo your budget, jump out of the
Francis Hail ladies' room window (sorry no windows), stampede Padulo's

residence (where ever it will be)? Too bad you guys have been conditioned to
think that a student's opinion doesn't amount to a hill of beans. Well, what ever
you guys do, I hope you will find the time to write a few lines down and be brave
enough to share your opinions with others via our editorial page.
On to another topic that might strike some sparks in you.
How much is a human life worth? Would you agree with our government
should they pay close to $200,000 to the families of Flight 655 in an attempt to
reimburse them for the loss of their loved ones? Though the U.S. denies any
wrong doing, administration lawyers are working hard to find a feasible
compensation figure. This is all fine and dandy, but who is say this money won't
reach the coffers of Khomeini? In any case it wasshocking for me to hear froma
veteran that a U.S. soldiers life is worth approximately $30,000; several zeros
short of $200,000. Even if our soldiers are aware of the risks involved with their
career, I think the price we have placed on their headsshould bea bt more than
the $200,000 the Reagan administration is planning on paying the relatives of
Flight 655.

one

"I was saddened to see Mr. Nelson Papucci's article...
Dear Editor,
I was very saddened to see Mr.
Nelson Papucci's article in the recent
Exponent not just because he is for
Bush and I am for Dukakis, but because
his letter is riddled with errors and
falsehoods.
The massive tax increase which Mr.
Papucci takes such glee in mentioning
was forced on Governor Dukakis by
the huge deficits left him by the
previous Republican governor. His
falure to win his party's renomination
four years later stems in large part from
his having angered the liberal wing of his
party by slashing social programs in a
vain attempt to avoid the tax hike.
His successor after one term was Ed
King -- the same man Dukakis beat
handily four years later. If Dukakis was
so bad for the state, and King's alleged
cutting of taxes and social programs so
good, how come Dukakis kicked his
butt in their rematch?
Dukakis has not spoken on
"slashing" the defense budget; he has
spoken of making sure we get our
money's worth. He would severely cut

back on SDI testing and deployment,
but not on research.
The most fantastic statement in Mr.
Papucci's column concerns the space
shuttle, which he asserts was "a
product of the revitalization Reagan
brought to the space program."
Bullfeathers! The shuttle was a part of
NASA's planning long before even
Jimmy Carter entered the White
House. Giving credit to Reagan for the
shuttle is like giving Nixon credit for the
moon landing, which just happened to
take place six months after his election.
By the way, if memory serves me right,
it was Nixon who began slashing the
NASA budgets in the late sixties and
early seventies, and this had more todo
with the shuttle delays than anything
else.
Dukakis did not veto a bill allowing
kids to say the Pledge of Allegience; he
did veto a fill forcing them to say the
Pledge of Allegience. That one word
makes a big difference. The United
States is a fairly international country
now, with many children in our schools
whose parents are visitors from abroad.
We have no business making these
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kids, who are citizens of another nation, supposed to have died with Joe
recite an oath of fealty to our country! McCarthy. Unfortunately, Mr. Papucci
Moreover, it is a fundmental part of the probably doesn't know who Joe
American nation -- which Mr. Papucci McCarthy was -- that's the kind of thing
regretfully is not aware of -- that loyalty you would learn in a history/political
oaths should not be imposed on people. science class, and engineering students
Our citizens are allowed to believe don't have time for "impractical" things
their government is wrong. Shame on like that.
Mr. Papucci -• and Vice President Bush
Sincerely,
-- for impugning a man's patriotism
James F. Epperson
because he supports freedom of
Assistant Professor
speech. That sort of thing was
_

Editor's note: The two letters that follow are in reference to a letter fromthe 20 Jyly issptj? from Jeffrey Jones.

"I'm sorry that you had
yy
difficulty cashing a check...

Dear Jeffrey:
I'm sorry that you have had such
difficulty cashing a check on campus. It
is difficult for us to provide the security
needed to keep large amounts of cash
on hand in order to operate a checkcashing service. For this reason, we had
an ALERT machine installed on
campus.
I am aware that recently, due to
power failures, the automatic teller
machines
have snui
shut aown
down
uiiiuea in
H I the
uI K city
Kiiy ndVK
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r
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The Exponent is the student newspaper of the University of Alabama in Huntsville. Editorial
opinions reflect those of the editoral board and do not necessarily reflect those of the University or
any associated organizations.
Letters to the editor must be signed and contain a telephone number where the author can be
reached. Letters will not be printed without this information.
The deadline for letters to the editor, press releases, advertisements, or any other copy is Friday,
5 p.m., for the following week's issue. The Exponent's telephone number is 895-6090 and The
Exponent's office is located in Rooms 103 and 104 of the University Center.

yy

temporarily. I will ask Mr. Steve Bruce,
Director of the University Center, to
ask the bank for a report on the number
of times the ALERT machine has been
closed. If there is a problem with the
machine, we will see that it is fixed.
I'm sorry that you have been
inconvenienced and I hope that it
doesn't happen again.
Sincerely,
B. Jeanne Fisher
Vice President for Student Affairs

...to assure you that the Book
store does cash checks..."

Dear Mr. Jones,

bookstore who could answer your
question at that time. The University
Bookstore always strives to meet.the
needs of the student body of UAH and
we want to be as accomadating as
possible.
Sincerely yours,
Harvey Trull

In response to your letter concerning
check cashing at the University
Bookstore, I want to assure you that
the bookstore does indeed cash checks
for students up to the five dollar limit.
Unfortunately you were attempting to
cash a check at the same time that the
bookstore was doing a large volume of
The Exponent fall publication1
refunds and book buybacks for schedule is as follows:
students and this put the bookstore in a
21 September
cash position where it had to use all of
28 September
its available funds for those purposes.
5 October
When the bookstore is in that position it
19 October
does not cash checks for cash only so
21 October
that it has funds available for these
26 October
other purposes.
2 November
I feel that there was a lack of
9 November
communication between our cashier
16 November
and you. This gave you the impression
23 November
that we no longer cashed checks for
students which is incorrect. It is my
The deadline for letters to the editor,
hope that in the future if you have a
press releases, advertisements, or any
problem with any facet of bookstore other copy is Friday, 5 p.m., for theoperations that you would seek out following Wednesday's issue.
someone in a position of authority in the
st
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Remembrance of Talladega '87

"I've heard it said that we learn from our mistakes."
by Kim Glasgow
associate editor
Talladega 500—July 26,1987. Fun, sun, and tailgate parties. Who won the
race? I doubt if many people in attendance last year could tell you. Actually, Bill
Elliott won. I know. It was in the sports section of the newspaper that
announced that my brother had been killed in a car wreck coming back from the
Talladega 500.
The week before he was killed, my brother Randal had injured his back at
work. As a result of the pain he was in, he had been taking strong painkillers.
When he left for the race July 26, his back had improved enough for him to leave
the bottle of pills at home. What little we know about his life after he left for
Talladega is based on statements made to us from witnesses at the scene of the
wreck and from a few people who had been with Randal before he left coming
back to Decatur.

"Witnesses at the scene said they had
asked him what happened. He told them, 7
just dozed off.'"
According to these people, Randal had only had a few beers before leaving
Talladega to come home to Decatur. The man who was driving directly behind
Randal when the car ran off the road said the car was going 65 mph, the legal
speed limit where the wreck occurred. Several people who were with my
brother before the ambulance arrived said he was sober and even appeared
surprised that a friend of his was asking him where he lived and worked. "Hey,
you know I live in Decatur," Randal had told him.
So how did this happen? How did he have a wreck when he was sober and
had not taken any painkillers all day? We don't know. Perhaps it was from the
pills that were still in his system from the night before, maybe he had his mind on
the trouble his ex-wife had been giving him for the past three years. Or maybe it
was a combination of both plus the two beers he drank before he got in his car to
drive home, complicated by the long drive home.
Probably it was a combination of all of the above. Witnessesat the scene said
they had asked him what happened. He told them, "I just dozed off."
There are so many times I wonder what would have happened if he had just
pulled the car over to stretch his legs and clear the cobwebs from his mind. I
also wonder how many nights his two kids wouldn't have to cry and ask my
mom and dad why their daddy was taken from them. And I wonder how many
other people are killed because they fall asleep at the wheel of their car right
after thinking, "Just five more miles ... I can be there in five minutes and take a
nap then."

I know I've been guilty of dozing off at the wheel. But since Randal was killed,
I'm more aware of when I get tired. I've even pulled over a few times and bought
a soft drink to help get me awake. It would be sc much safer if more drivers
would do something similar when they notice they're getting sleepy or when
they notice "highway hypnosis"--the condition that arises when you've been so
lulled by the monotony of the road that you can't remember passing the same
landmarks you always pass.
Obviously, falling asleep and running off the road can be dangerous, but what
few people realize is how fatal it can be. When you doze off while driving then
snap back awake, the second you realize what you've done you can do more
damage than you think. My brother had been doing 65 mph when he began
drifting off the road. Someone said that when Randal woke up, he probably
panicked and slammed his foot on the accelerator instead of the brake.
You say, "That won't happen to me." Well, I had always thought that. Until
July 26,1987. In my family, two of us used to fall asleep at the wheel. The way I
figure it, you have a 50/50 chance of living through it. Or dying.
So what is this editorial about? It's about trying to convince you that when
you drive you should realize what can happen to you if you aren't a responsible
driver. That means not drinking, taking drugs, or taking medication while
driving, and it also means pulling your car over if you realize you're getting
sleepy.
I don't think I can emphasize enough what pain the surviving family members
go through after something like this happens. It's been a year since the wreck.
Not a day goes by that I don't think about Randal, about how hard that week
was after he was killed, about how my parents are now raising his two 7-year-old
diildren^nc^bourtjTovMhi^Tevei^houl^iav^iajDgened^^^^^^^^^^

"So what is this editorial about? It's about
trying to convince you that when you drive
you should realize what can happen to you
if you aren't a responsible driver."
For those who will choose to continue to say it can't happen to them, I have
one piece of good news. If you get killed, you can relax in knowing that no
matter how divided your family may have been, following your death your family
will become closer than ever before. And say the things they had always meant
to say to you, only you won't hear it then.
The 1988 Talladega race is coming up this weekend. To many people it
means relaxing, drinking, fun, and sun. But because of what happened to my
brother, Talladega will always carry sad memories for my family and me. I've
heard it said that we learn from our mistakes. I know I've learned. More than I
ever wanted.

<<

Shelby said that reducing SD1
funding was 'a threat to our j
# HELP WANTED •
national security."'
\I_
by Nelson Papucci
lExponent
columnist *

In the aftermath of the Iranian air disaster, fear of Iranian retaliation against
the U.S. was at the forefront of everybody's mind. Of course, Iran has been
issuing such threats for years, as has Libya and many other third world
nations run by madmen just as rabid as Quadaffi. But could these threats
ever erupt into nuclear war?
It is frightening to think of how many developing countries now have
nuclear weapons. Nations which may have an even itchier trigger finger than
the Soviet Union — Iran, Iraq, Libya, North Korea, to name a few — present
the specter of a full-scale nuclear war in the future. Also a possibility is the use
of nuclear weapons to resolve regional conflicts between third world nations.
All this underscores the need in the U.S. for a fully funded Strategic Defense
Initiative (SDI).
For example, it is no secret that Israel now possesses nuclear weapons.
Though they are a U.S. ally, it is an eerie thought that Israel has chosen to
develop the hydrogen bomb, which has less fallout than less sophisticated
devices, thus making it more conducive for use in a regional conflict.
Last year the U.S. Senate voted 51-50, with Vice President George Bush
casting the tie-breaking vote, to continue full funding of SDI, nicknamed
"Star Wars" by Sen. Ted Kennedy. Fortunately, Alabama's two
Democratic Senators, Howell Hefin and Richard Shelby, joined the
conservatives in voting for full funding. Shelby said that reducingSDI funding>
was "a threat to our national security."
,
Global security would be threatened, too. Regardless of what left-wing;
peace activists left over from the '60s have told us, nuclear weapons have
been the peace keeper for 43 years and they will continue to do so. However,
they must be conplemented with a capable Strategic Defense shield. The
U.S. needs it, Western Europe needs it, and Japan needs it. We need more
than just research — early deployment is essential. And if there are problems
with the technology (i.e., if it only stops 80 percent of incoming missiles) it
should be worked on until that percentage improves.
All of SDI's detractors would be grateful to SDI if SDI stopped an
accidental Soviet missile launch. And if a third world madman who doesn't
care about retaliation ever decides to bomb the U.S. or our allies, a fully
deployed SDI would be the only way to save us a!'

Associate Editor
Sports Editor
Proofreader
Production Assistant
For more information contact
the Exponent

895-6090
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For signs of life, check the pulse ...

pulse:

/

FMA sponscrs a nationwide competition of Wallstreet Games

Alpha Tau Omega

The brothers of Alpha Tau Omega
would like to congratulate all of our
spring pledges for being the only class
to break a 3.0 grade point average. The
pledges have not been the only ones
hitting the books however. The Theta
Pi chapter has been recognized with the
highest overall GPA on campus for
spring quarter and has received its
second Campus First Award in as many
years. While still on the subject of
scholastics, Theta Pi would like to
congratulate Mark Tillman and little
sister Jeanne Picht for their initiation
into the Order of Omega honor society.
On June 28, the ATOs participated in
the Big Brothers — Big Sisters picnic
and, afterwards, took many of the
children to the ball game at Joe Davis
Stadium. The ATOs also helped SCAN
(Stop Child Abuse Now) move to their
new office on Andrew Jackson Way.
Theta Pi would like to thank the
Alpha Delta pledge class for the alumni
picnic, which, was a tremendous
success for all those who attended and
proved, once again, that ATO is for life.
We would also like to thank all those
who came to the ATO house July 23
and partied with us at the annual toga
party. It was a great success.
Along with everything else., it has
been a good year for sports. ATO's
third place ranking in intramural
volleyball helped us to achieve an
overall third in intramural sports for the
year. Our co-ed teams have done even
better with a first place ranking for the
year.

The Financial Management
Association (FMA) will be sponsoring a
nationwide collegiate competition for
the UAH student body. The Wall Street
Game is an excellent learning tool to

•T,

"Let's Talk About AIDS" is a
pamphlet developed by the American
Society of Internal Medicine (ASIM) to
encourage people to get the facts about
AIDS and establish open and honest
communication with their personal
physicians -- one of the best sources of
credible, accurate information about
AIDS.
Easy-to-understand information in
the pamphlet information complements
the Surgeon General's booklets now
being mailed to households nationwide1
by providing a framework for
discussion about AIDS with a personal

physician.
It outlines clearly what
patients should discuss regarding lowand high-risk sexual behaviors,
whether or not to be tested, confi
dentiality of information, and
prevention of the disease.
Anyone interested in receiving one of
the "Let's Talk About AIDS" pamphlets
(free of charge) should send a stamped,
self-addressed, business-size envelope
to the:
American Society of
Internal Medicine
P.O. Box 96005
Washington, DC 20090-6005

Commemorating

The FMA welcomes Kathleen
Mcnaughton, Theresa A. Gaston, and
Andrea S. Evans as new members of
the Financial Management Association.
We look forward to working with you all
and anticipate a good year for our
organization with your support.

There are three million Americans alive
today who have had cancer. And now
one out of two cancer patients gets well!

Years of Life!
The University of Alabama in Huntsville
Academic Calendar

1988-1989

REVISED
FALL

*
¥

of fictitious money with which they will
invest into any stocks (preferred or
common) in the Standard and Poors
Guide. Each time a player makes a
transaction, he will play a broker fee. To
invest money, participants will call an
800 number and the information will be
fed into a computer with to-the-second
stock rates.
Investments will grow as the market
fluctuates, just as if real money was put
into the real stock exchange.
The game will cost between $35 to
$45, depending on the amount of
participation. Sponsor programs will
be available to help pay for the cost of
the game.
For a price that is below that of the
average text book, players can learn
first hand about the stock market: how
profitable or devastating it can be
without losing real money. Students
have nothing to lose and everything to
gain in this investment experience.
For more information, contact Joe
Harris at 837-9662.

follow the fluctuations of the market
with no financial risk. There is no better
way to learn how the stock market
works than to actually play the game.
Each participant will receive $100,000

"Let's Talk About AIDS" pamphlet available
to interested persons free of charge

$

*
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Classified

Women's Community Health Center
S.H.E. Center
Pregnancy testing, family planning,
abortions, women's health care &
counseling. All services confidential. 131
Longwood Drive. 533-9228.
Office Hours: 8-5, Mon-Sat
Phone Information until 8 p.m.

$3.00
30 words or less

NEED HELP?
Call Pregnancy Hotline

533-3526

HELP WANTED
50 States Seminars, a nationwide
company, is seeking dynamic and
motivated individuals to teach no money
down seminar network in America.
You've seen them on TV, now do them in
person, $3,000.00 to $6,000.00 per
month possible p/t, $10,000.00 to
$15,000.00 possible f/t. For interview call
(208)385-0313.

Hiring Today! Top Pay! Work at
Home. No experience needed. Write
Cottage Industries. 1407 1/2 Jenkins.
Norman, Oklahoma 73069.

Government Homes from $1.00 (U
repair). Foreclosures, Repos & Tax
Deliquent Property. Call (Refundable)
1-518-459-3734 for your Directory.
24HRS.

King Crossword
1. Mass of
sand
cemented on
seafloor
5. Young
oyster
9. Birthplace
of
Mohammed
10. Goods
12. Prepare for
publication
13. Prickle
14. Performed
15. Examine
carefully
16. Rowing
implement
17. Inspector
General
(abbr.)
18. Melodies
20. Crawls
22. Book clasp
25. Ages
27. Corolla in
form of a
helmet
(Bot.)

28. Furnish
temporarily
29. Large cave
30. Form
32. Man's
nickname
33. Dance step
36. Part of
"to be"
37. Biblical
name
38. Pardon
40. One who
tells a
falsehood
41. City
(Belgium)
42. Girl's
name
43. Fencing
sword
44. Projecting
end of a
church

VISA OBTAINED EASILY! Been]
Turned Down? Bankrupt? No Credit?
No Problem! Write Immediately for]
Details! Credit-Ql, Box 297, Mount!
Olive, Alabama 35117.
Enclose
envelope!

2 Bedroom apartment off Sparkman
Drive. All appliences, washer, dryer,
cable TV, central air. $365 per
month. Call 721-1258, evenings.

PREGNANT

ACROSS

BORROW $100$100,000! Instant!
reply!
Rush stamped addressed (
envelope: Service, 804 Old Thorsby]
Road, Clanton, Alabama 35045-2459

'CLASSIFIED ADS*

6. Leaf of
the betel
7. Large con
stellation
8. Web-like
membrane
9. Of medi
cine
11. Varying
weight
(India)
13. Immense
weights
15. Conical
masses of
thread
18. Dispatches
19. Cut, as
whiskers
21 An age
23. Malt
beverage

24. To sing to,
as a lover
25. First
mortal
woman
given gifts
by the gods
27. Gaze openmouthed
29. Heed
31. Celerity
33. A size
of coal
34. Shaft for
a wheel
35. Old English
bard
37. Lubricates
39. Employ
40. Edge of a
wound
42. Excla
mation

Crossword
Solutions
on page

DOWN

1. Lineage
2. Tart
3. Perform
4. Sun god
5. Oscillate

•r

"MEET MEN

MOUMTAlN GORILLA

AND WOMEN.;

Addresses of 100 penpal clubs'
worldwide. Practice languages, make>
friends. $5.00. James Stout, Box 1091,'
Grants Pass, OR 97526."
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Rubes®

Great parttime business for college
students. Simple, legitimate. Free
information. James Stout, Box 1091,
Suite 215, Grants Pass, OR 97526.
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By Leigh Rubin
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MagicMaze

OieMiviute^

PLAY: (by Vic Martin) Read the list ot words Look at the puzzle. You'll find these words
in all directions — horizontally, vertically, diagonally, backwards Draw a circle around
each letter of a word found in the puzzle, then strike it off the list. Circling it will show a
letter has been used but will eave it visible should it also form part of another word. Find
the big words first. When letters of all listed words are circled, you'll have the given
number of letters left over. They'll spell out the answer.

HINT: Rough sports (7 letters)
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A—Athletes; B—Basketball; C—Coaches, Courts;
D—Defense; F—Fields, Fights, Fist, Football, Foul;
G—Games, Goals, Guard; H—Hold; I—Ir\jury; J—Jab;
N—Nets; O—Offensive; P—Physical, Players, Point, Puck;
R—Rugby; S—Slap, Soccer, Stamina; T—Tackle, Tourna
ment, Trainers; W—Wrestling
..
. ,

ACROSS
1 Does the
laundry
7 Lumbago,
e.g.
9 Pooch of
puzzledom
10 "For — a
joUy..."
11 Looie: abbr.
12 Shed
stuff
14 Angle
other than
right
16 French
article
17 One — kind
18 Jerry's
old
partner
20 Papal
visit
22 Hears of
DOWN
1 Not frugal
2 Drama
division
3 Warm up
for a
hockey game
4 "That's a
laugh!"

6 Reverb
eration
6 Trounces:
colloq.
7 Pacific Ocean
discoverer
8 Ancient
monastic

13 Sooner-born
15 — mecum
(handbook)
19 1980 Olympics
skier Hans
21 Davenport's
St.

Vanishing species.

8
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Jan Kerouac's Trainsong offers intriguing insights
by John Wessel
features reporter
During their brief marriage,
legendary beat generation author Jack
Kerouac and Joan Haverty had one
child, a daughter named Janet Michele.
Jan Kerouac only saw her father on two
or three occasions before his death in
1969. Nevertheless, the memory of
Jack Kerouac has had a tremendous
influence on her life as well as her
writing career.
"Trainsong," a highly captivating
work, is Jan Kerouac's second book. It
serves as somewhat of a sequel to
198Ts "Baby Driver." Both novels are
loosely autobiographical. "Baby

Driver" is ridden with heavy drug use,
bizarre love affairs, and domestic
battles as it describes her turbulent
adolescence.
Jan Kerouac is still having fun and
getting in trouble as she enters
adulthood in "Trainsong." Playing due
respect to the Kerouac namesake, she
avoids responsibility to seek thrill and
adventure. A terminal patient of road
fever, she bounces around the United
States, Europe, and Africa. Travel is the
source of many of the book's intriguing
anecdotes and insights.
Although her drug use has till but
halted, Kerouac continues to go
through a series of boyfriends as she
subconsciously attempts to fill the void

left by her neglectful father. Jan
Kerouac makes at least one reference
to the fact that success in the writing
profession is sometimes won at the
expense of the family. She must reckon
with this statement as she becomes the
perpetrator instead of the victim.
TTie author's exciting depiction of an
existence with no limits or rules is the
foundation of "Trainsong." The book's
most notable highlight, however, is
Kerouac's dazzling ability to perceive
personalities, lifestyles, and random
everyday situations. Also, the reader
will experience conflicting emotions
such as amusement, alarm or empathy,
and envy during the course of a single
page. Emotional imbalances evoked by

"Trainsong" certainly add to its appeal.
A degree of reality is added to the
novel as Kerouac relates encounters
with beat survivors Allen Ginsberg and
Ken Kesey These men were close to
her father, and Jan Kerouac's work is
clearly of interest to them. She
becomes acquainted with Nick Nolte
and Sissy Spacek when she is given a
small role in a film about Jack Kerouac
and his comrades Carolyn and Neal
Cassady.
Many readers will probably purchase
Jan Kerouac's "Trainsong" because
they enjoyed the work of her father.
Material this potent suggests that she
may soon be establishing an audience
of her very own.

Children's summer health tips given for parents
cont. from pg. ?
*For mosquito bites, lather with soap
to avoid infection and apply antiseptic
to relieve itching.
HEAT STRESS
When temperatures reach extremely
5SSSSgg0g333SSSSS88S8SS

Alabama Space and
Rocket Center

high levels, your child has less tolerance
to exertion than you do.
*When critical conditions are
present -- extremely high humidity and
air temperature at 90 degrees or above - children should not be out exercising

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Do you need a job while
attending college to help out
; with those added expenses? If
so the WORLDS LARGEST
| SPACE MUSEUM can help by
offering you an exciting and
educational experience while
working!!
We are looking for energetic
people to fill temporary
positions as:
* GIFT SHOP CASHIERS
•GIFT SHOP STOCK
• FLOOR GUIDES
Needs to be available weekday
mornings/afternoons and
work weekends periodically.
Must have an outgoing
personality, be able to smile
and eager to greet and assist
our Guests.
Qualified applicants may apply
to:
ASRC
Tranquility Base
Huntsville, AL 35807
721-7128
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for more than 30 minutes.
*At the beginning of a strenuous
activity, or when adapting to a warmer
climate, watch that your child doesn't
overdo it. Children should slowly
acclimate themselves to an activity and

ASSOCIATION FOR CAMPUS
ENTERTAINMENT
The Association for Campus Entertainment is
accepting applications for a Special Events Director
and for (3) Student Representatives.

*

— Sp^.I F.venti Director Salary SI20.00 / Month ——
The Director mu»t have completed fifteen credit hours of
study at UAH and have atleast a 2.0 gpa, must keep a
minumum of 8 office hours per week, and be enrolled three
out of the next four quarters.
The Special Events Director is responsible for major events
during the school year such as Octoberfest and Springiest.
Octoberfest is designed toaquaint new students with the ACE
and show them what to expect in the coming year. Springfest
takes place in May and is the highlight of entertainment for
the year. Activities usually consist of weekday entertainment
and a campus-wide party.
Student representatives must be enrolled for al IMl three of
the next four quarters. They are required to be at the ACE
meetings, and are allowed to vote at all of the meetings.
They will also be expected to help with various commitbes.

•

•
•

•

•

Huntsville
Happenings

•

SATURDAY

•

SUNDAY

•

•liot Porter, "Dye Transfer Prints," Hsv.

•
•

7/30
•
• Film Co-op: "Mutiny on the Bounty,"Monte
Santo State Park, at duskfadmission
• charge).
•
• Sound of Music," VBCC Playhouse, 2 p.m.
•
• and 7:30 p.m.(admission charge).
7/31
•
• Thomas Hart Benton, "Sources of Country
Acrylic on Canvas, Hsv. Museum of
• Music
• Art(no admission charge).
•

• Museum of Art(no admission charge).
•
• "Sound of Music," VBCC Playhouse, 2 p.m.
•
•
•

Application! map bo plckod up at tha U.C. Information dak
Each applicant will bo interviewed by a selection committee.
Dsodfcw for napfcuhoni i»
12
Application! should bo turned in to Room 111 in theUniversity Cent.

mm/
Serving university employees and members of the
Madison County Chapter of the National Alumni
Association.
Savings and loan services...with a personal
touch. Plus:
• higher interest on savings
• checking that pays
• low-cost VISA card
home equity line of credit
• and more!

environment.
*Before and during prolonged
activities, you and your child should
drink plenty of fluids.

Crossword
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AT PRESS TIME SEATS STILL
AVAILABLE

30
Library Day

ATLANTA BRAVES BASEBALL
Atlanta, Georgia
Friday, August 5,1988
Leave UAH on bus at 1pm.
Return to UAH approximately 1am.
$15 price includes round trip transportation by bus and field level seats.

Atlanta Braves
v.
San Francisco Giants

8u&

6

Sock

Puppets

Space is limited!
Purchase tickets at the UC Information Desk with

VALID SUMMER PICTURED ID
Open to UAH Students, Faculty, Staff, and one guest.
•ft ••••••••••••••
•••••••ftft••••••

BELLE CAROL
KIVERBOAT CO.

MOONLIGHT DINNER CRUISE
Leave UAH on bus at 6pm.
Return to UAH on bus
approximately 12:30am
Sail at 8:30pm—Return at 10:30pm
Music Valley Dock near
Opryland U.S.A
$25 price includes dinner
and entertainment and round trip
transportation.

Nashville, Tennessee
Friday, July 29,1988

German
Day

Southern Style Buffet includes:
Steamedship Round,Ham with
Pineapple, Green Beans, Apples,
Scalloped Potatoes, Corn, Two
Cold Salads, and Rolls.
Beverages not included. Cash bar.
Dinner and "Nashville Sound"
Entertainment by the
Belle Carol Riverboat Co.

Space is limited!

Appl

Let's Get Ready for
School!!
CAFETERIA

UAH
UC
Saturdays
at 10:30

Purchase tickets at the UC Information Desk with

VALID SUMMER PICTURED ID.
Open to UAH Students, Faculty, Staff, and one guest.

For more information
call 895-6445

%

FREE!!!!
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CATCH IT!!!!
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ALLTENNISBASKET
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UAH to sponsor golf, basketball camps for youth

•
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by Ke//y Baldwin
sports editor
The Ail-American Soccer School,
Advanced Camp and the UAH
Cheerleading camp were successes
thanks to the participation and
enthusiasm of the camp students.
Two more camps coming up in

irt** li i/irtr* ** f
rv\» • r»«*
V"\"*lla*»
August
may provide an exciting includes a camp t-shirt, pratice balls
opportunity for area youths to learn and green fees.
UAH men's basketball coach, Tony
fundamentals of these sports during the
Ingle,
will hold the first "Pee Wee"
summer break.
Basketball
Camp for boys and girls ages
There will be a golf camp for boys and
girls ages 6-14, beginning August 8. The 5-8. The week-long camp will begin
week long camp will be held by August 1, at the Southeast YMCA.
The sessions will be each night from 6
professional Billy Eastep at the Jetport
Golf Course. The registration fee of $99 until 9 p.m. and cost $40 per camper or

C7H
i t*~» <»
%*n
f -»rv>*1• •
$70
for«• •«two
in one
family.
Ingle will be assisted by new UAH
assistant coach Lennie Acuff, who
prepped at Johnson High School.
For more information on these
camps, call 895-6144

'Pee Wee" Basketball Camp
895-6144

Athletic Department reveals new sports logo
by Kelly Baldwin
sports editor
"Striving to reach the goal" descibes
the new UAH athletic department logo.
A racehorse enclosed in a circle, with
UAH Chargers written below, the logo
is a sister of the University visionary
symbol.
Chuck Long of Smith, Kranert,
Tomblin and Associates, a local firm, is
credited with being the artist of the

Lady Chargers Volleyball 1988-89
September 16 & 17
September 20
September 23 & 24
September 28
September 30 & October 1
October 4
October 6;
October 7
October 11
October 13
October 14 & 15
October 17
October 18
October 20
October 22
Qptober 25
October 27
November 2
November 4 & 5
November 8

Troy Tournament
University of the South
UAH Tournament
Gadsden State
Columbus College
Maryville Tournament
Alabama A&M
E. Tenn. State Univ.
UNC—Ashville Tourn.
University of the South
MTSU
UNA Tournament
Alabama A&M
Columbus College
Jacksonville State
UTC
Christian Bros. College
UNA/Miss. College
Jacksonville State
W. Georqia Tournament
UNA

Away
6:00 p.m. Home
Home
TBA
5:30 p.m. Home
7:00 p.m.
Away
7:00 p.m. Away
7:00 p.m. Away
Away
Away
7:00 p.m. Home
Away
7:00 p.m. Home
6:00 p.m. Home
7:00 p.m. Home
3:00 p.m. Away
Away
Away
Away
Away
7:00 p.m. Home

logo. Lloyd Kranert is credited with
All the work done on the logo was
being its artistic consultant.
donated by the architectural firm,
"It's a racehorse reaching its goals," which is also responsible for the
said UAH Sports Information Director construction of many buildings at UAH,
Julie Woltjen. "We are steadily trying to as well as the Universities of Alabama
reach our goals of athletics and and Auburn. The firm is the oldest
community involvement. It fits in with architectural firm in the city, and is also
the university and people outside can responsible for the design of the Von
identify it with UAH."
Braun Civic Center.
According to the logo's creator,
Support
Long, "It's really involved with the
Charger Sports
input of a lot of people. The one before
just didn't have the action this one has."
SSSSSSS8SSSSS&88888888888888888888888888SS

September 17 & 18
September 21
September 28
October 1-3
October 5
October 9
October 12
October 16
October 19
October 22
November 2
November 5
November 6

3:30 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
5:00 p.m.
2:00 p.m.
3:30 p.m.
2:00 p.m.
3:30 p.m.
2:00 p.m.
3:00 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
1:30 p.m.

FIT Tournament
Bryan College
UAB
Vanderbilt University
Mercer University
AUM
Alabama A&M
Univ. of the South
Belhaven College
Berry College
Huntingdon College
Memphis State Univ.
Rhodes College

®S8SSSS8S8S8S8SSS888SS8SS8S8S88S83S3SSSS8SS8SSSS®8S

RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS

LaEesia
Mexican Food & Drink
4116 University Dr.
Tel: 830-2300
Just 1 block from UAH

UAH Students A FacultyYOU WILL LOVE OUH:
FOOD, SERVICE, A PRICES!

s LUNCH BUFFET

• SUNDAY thru FRIDAY (11-2)

$3.72

"Includes choice of 2 items plus rice or beans,
with tea, coffee, or soft drink."

j

:10%

*PLUS*

DISCOUNT ON NON SPECIAL FOOD PURCHASES TO UAH
S STUDENTS & FACULTY WITH I.D. OR UNIVERISTY CLUB CARD*

*1

Chargers Soccer 1988-89

HOW TO MASTER
THE TOUGHEST OBSTACLE COURSE
OF ALL. COLLEGE.
Army ROTC can help you build on your
active Army experience and give you a
competitive edge—in college and in life.

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.
Contact CPT. Harris at 859-7357

Away
Away
Away
Away
Home
Away
Home
Home
Home
Away
Home
Away
Away
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THE NEWLY FEMINIST STEVE
PALLAS PREAMS OF HIS
tPEAL WOMAN -

TM TOUGH
ANP AGGRESSIVE
ANP GO TV WORK
\ EACH MM
I COMPETE WITH
) MEN ON MY
OWNUNCOM— PROMISING
'TG TERMS.

~

HI. STEVE,
rrs ME/

SHY. PREAM
WIFE... YOU SURE ( NOW STEVE...
YOU P0N7 M/NP/ YOU KNOW
MASSAGING
/ WHET FEMINISM
MY FEET f J IS ALL ABOUT..

_i

..ANP 50 THEY GFNE
ME THE GM ACCOUNT
ANP 1OPTIONEE 300
SHARES ON MARGIN
WITH—
/mm

IT'S OPUS TURN ...
HIS FANTASY FEMALE
SLOWLY EMERGES
FROM SUJMBERIANP-

OH/P/PN'T >
1 TELL YOU
( .
TO ALWAYS
CJFWIPE YOUR
A
SNEAKERS BEFORE
V COMING IN?'J

MEET THE
•MOTHERFIGURE '
1 NEVER
HAP' y

THE RIGHT

is me

xw/ces/ &

JUST LOOK
AT THIS MESS

.PNP LOUNGE APOUNP J HEY'
IN UTTLE FRENCH ^ONLY IF
MOW LINGERIE. J YOU WOUUM
ANYWAY-

K
' THEN I
COME HOME TO
MY HUSGANP...

GOOP. AS LONG AS
^
THAT'S UNPERSTOOP YSURE,
S'POSE YOU MIGHT I BUB0A.
CHOOSE TO RUB
K—vAUTRE
\
"
7
g& HARPER
J

WARP 7 TALK

TO THEPENGUIN!
LOOKS A
UTTLE UKE
JUNE CLEAVER.
POESN'T SHE ?,

r PEAR.

W_Ts

EATING
HERRING GUTS
> OVER THE COUCH
A
AGAIN?.'COME
WITH ME, YOUNG MAN'

MY FANTASY MOTHER IS >
A LOVING PISCIPUNARIAN... A
SORT OF CROSS BETWEEN
EPTTH BUNKER ANP
/
MOTHER THERESA...
)

TM GOING TO POUNP
THE BEJEEZUS OUT OF YOU
TRUST ME..THIS IS^~
„
GOING TO HURT ^ VT*
. YOU MORE
\ THAN ME. JT\~\ '4-Y

QREm I
no 9mm

by Berke Breathed

SON? PIP
YOU JUST SAY Y WHY.
>
7*-S¥PM"? J FANTASY
=v
—1 MOTHER...TP
\ Y
I NEWER SAY
y

\

BLOOM COUNTY

.PLUS JUST V
A TOUCH OF
NANCY REAGAN.

WE'LL JUST HAVE
^
TV WASH THAT SORT OF
LANGUAGE RIGHT OUT >
OF YOUR MOUTH. ^
)
s W O N ' T W E?

I'M SO
SORRY.

MILQUETOAST PREAMS
OF HfS FEMININE
IPEAL -

# MWcH.

£gr

*a

MY WORP ' TM MAKING
A RIG OF MYSELF.' WE
GIRLS REALLY SHOULP MATCH
OUR FIGURES. SHOULPN'T

W&s,
ut*m$
SARY. t

5PUPS MACKENZIE
HERE. ANP
. YOU'RE-?
f

NO
THANK
YOU.

SAY. IPROPPEP BY
TO PISCU5S THIS BUSINESS
ABOUT A LACK OF FEMALES
AROUNP BLOOM COUNTY.
IPS ALL A CROCK,
YA KNOW.

K

^

I SEE.

SURE YA PONT
WANNA BEER f
..FLUSHES OUT THE
OL' PLUMBING UKE
UTYP-BOL^

12
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WHAT'S
YOUR
POINT,

THAT THERE'S
BEEN MORE
FEMALES AROUNP
HERE WAN ANY
ONE SUSPECTS.

'CAT'S
OUTTA
THE BAG

YBAH, BENEATH THIS
FALSE HOCLYWOOP IMAGE
BEATS THE SENSITIVE
HEARTOF A FEMALE...

MR EP, BENJI MORRIS.
CHEETAH THE CHIMP-.
R/N TIN TIN, GENTLE BEN
FUPPER...ME ALL MALE
ANIMAL STARS FLAYEP A
IN REALITY BY
s FKO
J
V
FEMALES-

BLOOM COUNTY
by Berke Breathed

^ f WEARING

ARB YOU
TRYING
TO HINT
THAT...THAT.

TUB UGLY TRUTH15 THAT
ALL TH6 FAMOUS "MALT"
ANIMALS IN SHOW BUSINESS
HAYS BERN PLAYEP BY
FEMALES...MORRIS TUB
CAT; BENJt, MR. BP.. ALL
^
URLS.

\I UNENP6R
? \ LINGERIE.

ANPUKE AU, PAMES,
MM INHIBITIONS PROP
UKE LEAP INHEN I '
GET SAUCEP .
J

WHAOYA SAY,
SQUAT PARK ANP
HANPSOME-BUY
A OIRL A PRINK ?

UH OH.

BOTH YOU ANPI
KNOW THAT 5HES NOT
bOING TO WAKE UP
UNTIL THATLAST
STATEMENT HAS
WREAKEP TOTAL
PANPEMONIUM
AROUNP HERE- (V\\i

ANP THERE S ONE MORE
A VEERRRY FAMILIAR
FACE RI6HT HERE IN
BLOOM COUNTY /
KNOW WHO IT IS *

Iksy/k
iis^i
y
MAYBE SPUPS
WAS RIGHT...MAYBE
ONE OF US15 BEING
SECRETLY PLAYEP
BY A FEMALE
/

BOY/ ITP BE A
SHOCK TO FINP YOUR
BEST PAL TO BE SOME
THING LESS THAN A
TOTAL MALE..

NO wee.r

COMIC CHARACTERS
AREN'T
ANATOMICALLY
CORRECT/'

«esr

ARE YOU
IMPLYING
m?

I'M
JUST
TALKIN'

PORT' /r'S MB/ THE \
GUY WHO GOBS WITH YOU I
TO TRACTOR PULLS
J
ANP SCREAMS
y
SEXIST EPITHETS \
AT WE BABES ' J
A
/J

f

WHY ARE YOU TWO
SO WORRIEP ABOUT
IPENTIFYING WE
.
SECRET FEMALE <
^ AMONG US' J

SEEMS TV ME A SIMPLE
TASK OF SPOTTING WE GUY
WITH THE MOST STEREOTYP
ICAL FEMININE r
CHARACTER - //
\
\
ISVCS.
i
\

NOTHING

} HlX> A

MMKLIC

YEF:'•TTHE TOPOF f MASWE FEMALE SUS- I CULtNE
PECT UST, OPUS.. \EH r
YA BETTER ACT
A—y
MASCULINE/ y
A_ «

UH... HEY/ WHOA'
LOOKrr THOSE COUPLE
OF TOMATOES OVER,
THERE WALKING BY
THERE
YOWZA/

YA CAN'T FAKE
THAT KINOOF
WING, PORT ,

fM ^
ALSO
WEARING
\BRUT'//
AWRIGHT' \
LET'S INTER- ) ,
ROGATE BIU-)(/
THECAT yy

fcouS

\
BE A
\ \ FRONT

